
Microeconomics 2004-2005: Homework 2

2.1 Grades

Professor Mean has two tests and gives the final grade as the average of the
two. Draw your indifference curves for the two grades. What happens to
these curves if Professor Mean uses a weighted average such as 2/3 the first
and 1/3 the second? Professor Nice gives the final grade as the highest of
the two tests. Draw your indifference curves for the two grades. Are your
preferences convex? Professor Nasty gives the lowest of the two tests as your
final grade. Now draw the indifference curves. Are your preferences convex?
Professor Todd decides to choose one test of two at random to count. Draw
YOUR indifference curves. Why did you draw them that way (while there are
many reasonable answers to the prior question, I do want some justification)?
Are your preferences convex?

2.2 Football Follies

Simple Sam is the coach of the Exeter Underdogs soccer team. He says that
he prefers the players that are the fastest and have the best ball control. Does
his preference ordering satisfy reflexivity, completeness and transitivity? Let
us say that he now says he prefers first speed and then ball control. Does
his preference now satisfy the above? After losing the first ten games, Sam
decides that he also likes endurance. He decides that he likes the player A
to player B if player A beats player B in 2 out of 3 categories. (Assume that
players never rank the same in any category.) Does his preference ordering
satisfy reflexivity, completeness and transitivity? Let us say the team is
playing a game where an unlimited number of substitutions can be made.
Sam makes a substitution if he likes a player off the field better than one
on the field. Give an example where Sam would be constantly substituting
players.

2.3 Preferences

Shirley square has utility u(x1, x2) = x21 + 4x1x2 + 4x
2
2. Simple Sam has

utility v(x1, x2) = 3x1 + 6x2. Find the MRS of both Shirley and Sam. Does
Shirley and Sam have the same preference ordering? Wierd Bill has utility
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w(x1, x2) = −x1 − 2x2. Find Bill’s MRS. Does he have the same preference
ordering of either Shirley or Sam?

2.4 Cobb-Douglas

We showed in class that Cobb-Douglas preferences can be represented by
xα1x

1−α
2 for α between 0 and 1. Show that it can also be represented by

xβ1x
2−β
2 for β between 0 and 2. What is the MRS of this representation. Now

show it can also be represented by 2xβ1x
3−β
2 for β between 0 and 3. What is

the MRS of this representation.

2.5 Demand

Shirley has utility u(x, y) = 2x +
√
y. What is the demand of x and y as a

function of px, py and m? Plot the demand curve of x for m = 2 and both
py = 1 and py = 2. How does the demand curve change with a change in py?

2.6 Homotheticity

Sam has utility u(x, y) = min{4x, 3y}. Show that Sam has homothetic pref-
erences without using the offer curve (algebraically with multiplying by k).
One may think that the minimum of two homothetic functions is also

homothetic. Jack has utility u(x, y) = min{x, xy}. Is it a minimum of two
homothetic utility functions? Give a numerical example of how it is not
homothetic.
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